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Save up to $750 now on select laser devices with our Anniversary Sale




	

Try iRESTORE with a 12-month guarantee + free shipping*
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Good Value
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As low as

$44/mo
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Reverse Hair Loss


Shop Anniversary Sale - save up to $600 + FREE gifts ($150 value)


Grow thicker, healthier hair back naturally with our FDA-cleared products. See visible regrowth in just 3 months. No drugs. No surgeries.
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Compare Devices


Shop Anniversary Sale


COMPARE DEVICES








Watch how it works









365-day trial







Free shipping*




























4.6 | 25,896 Reviews





The most trusted laser device brand




































Based on Amazon and Google reviews
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4.6 | 25,896 Reviews





The most trusted laser device brand




































Based on Amazon and Google reviews




































































Real People, Real Results



Trusted by over 400,000 customers who overcame their hair loss. Will it work for you?



Take the quiz
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Witnessing a hair miracle with iRESTORE! Bald areas no more in under 6 months. Recommending to all.


See more
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Hannah W. | 37






Bald Spots
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In 2 months, noticed reduced shedding! Looking forward to more progress!


See more
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Sean R. | 37






Thinning Crown
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Reduced hair fall after 7 months of usage, excited for more growth.


See more
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Christine S. | 34






Thinning at Temples
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Worth every penny! Improved my receding hairline remarkably. Consistent usage is a genuine game-changer.


See more
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Elias B. | 42






Receding Hairline
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Saved me during my Alopecia season in 3 months! I suffer from Alopecia and the stress of COVID caused a lot of fallout.


See more
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Ayesha E. | 35






Androgenic Alopecia
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I thought my hairline was practicing social distancing. Now it's mingling, all thanks to the iRESTORE.


See more
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Sammy M. | 41






Receding Hairline
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I have consistently used the device for 18 months, massive growth! As long as you are consistent, the results will come!


See more
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Emma L. | 48






Bald Spots
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Happy for growth and happy that I've given it a try! Unbelievable results in 4 months! Impressed!


See more
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Ted P. | 57






Thinning Crown
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Fuller hair in just 4 months with the iRESTORE! Can't wait for more progress!


See more
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Kelly L. | 55






Androgenic Alopecia
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I thought there was nothing I could do about my hair. I was wrong. After just 3 months of usage, I am blown away!


See more
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Bienvenido A. | 58






Receding Hairline
























Grow your own way.

Backed by science and technology. Grow your own natural hair back with drug-free and non-invasive solutions tailored to your hair goals.
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Up to $600 off select iRESTORE Devices

Regrow your hair with FDA-cleared, clinically proven Lumitech™ technology


Shop Devices
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25% off Eye Care

Our prostaglandin-free, vegan formulas with clinically-proven ingredients for longer, thicker lashes and brows


Shop Eye Collection
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The all-new iRESTORE Elite

The most powerful device on the market for home use. See what it's all about.


Shop The Elite














Trusted by experts. Built for you.
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Dr. Andrea Suarez, "Dr. Dray"

Board-certified dermatologist

Explains why she recommends iRESTORE devices to her patients
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Dr. Adam Bodian

Dermatologist, Board-Certified Laser Surgeon

Reports on how 100% of device clinical study patients experienced hair growth
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Dr. Eshini Perera

Board-certified dermatologist

Explains how low-level light therapy (LLLT) works to stimulate hair growth
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Dr. Jay Feldman

Osteopathic Doctor

Explores the science behind low-level laser therapy and how it helps to regrow hair
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Dr. Aanchal

Board-certified dermatologist

Explains how iRESTORE effectively treats hair loss caused by androgenic alopecia
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Imane Belle

Health and Beauty Expert

Describes the scientific process involved in treating hair loss with iRESTORE light therapy
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Dr. Adrian Larsen

Laser Specialist

Explains how low-level light therapy (LLLT) works to regrow hair – just like watering a plant!
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100% of study participants grew hair.



All clinical study participants experienced some level of hair growth – with an average of 43.2% hair growth.*























*In a 4-month double-blind clinical study performed by a board-certified dermatologist with 40 people, 100% of iRESTORE users saw improvement, with an average of 43.2% increase in hair count in 4 months.



COMPARE DEVICES












Take our 30-second quiz. Get personalized solutions.



You’re unique. So is your hair. Hair loss isn’t one-size-fits all. Get a personalized recommendation and
discover which solution is most suitable for your specific symptoms and hair loss type.
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TAKE HAIR QUIZ


















































































































Powered by nature,
 backed by technology



We combined nature's finest ingredients and amplified it with modern technology to create an all-in-one system to grow your hair back. 

The result? A non-invasive, non-surgical, and drug-free solution without all the harmful side effects of popular products, such as finasteride & minoxidil.
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No Harsh

Chemicals














100%

Drug-Free













Clean Traceable

Ingredients
























Vegan














Third Party

Tested







SHOP ALL PRODUCTS
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Hair loss is frustrating.
 Don’t fight it alone.




Join the HAIR REJUVE-NATION Facebook Group community. Let’s grow together.



LEARN MORE













Hair Growth Tips










Community Support

















Before and Afters















Accountability











Success Stories












Exclusive Giveaways
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I’ve been using the pro model since end of November and look at all the new hair growing 🥺. I don’t use any serum or vitamins other than the device.
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Emese P.
| 55 y.o.







	








Three months in and it is working great with other products and procedures I’m doing.
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Jason Y.
| 50 y.o.







	








Started October. Been doing every other day for 3.5 months. Yes, I definitely see lots of new hair! I’m so thrilled 😁. I rarely even use the hair products either.
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Linda E.
| 60 y.o.







	








I love this helmet. This took me about three to four months to see this growth!
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Kevin F.
| 40 y.o.







	








At this point I can tell it does work really well for me! My husband noticed the change, my hair stylist says my hair is a lot denser! I am very happy with the results!
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Yuliya U.
| 38 y.o.







	








It will be for 4 months tomorrow since my HT. I am very pleased with the outcome so far.
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Ray O.
| 45 y.o.







	








One month in and I love this product. Let’s talk about #femalepatternalopecia ladies. No shame.
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Addie A.
| 71 y.o.







	








Beginning my journey... — feeling excited!
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Braden J.
| 39 y.o.







	








This is my 6 month result. I’m very happy with my iRESTORE. My hair stop falling down and growing. All the spots are covered.
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Aralis W.
| 32 y.o.







	








Full Length. Just remarkable new hair growth.
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Gerard Z.
| 63 y.o.







	








Still a work in progress but I am loving the results. I use the basic helmet along with the shampoo and conditioner and twice a day head massages. Looking forward to seeing what a few more months will do.
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Debbie R.
| 40 y.o.



























Innovating laser technology since 2003



The most trusted laser device brand



Our commitment is to build the highest quality products while delivering the best customer experience – we're here 7 days a week. It’s no wonder we’re the top-rated device brand online.
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25,896 Reviews



*Based on Amazon and Google reviews as of 3/31/2024



See Before & After Results














Just keep growing.


Discover the latest tips from hair loss experts and get access to exclusive deals. No spam, we promise.








Subscribe












Please Enter a Valid Email








Thanks For Subscribing!



by signing up you agree to our terms, privacy policy, and to receive marketing updates from iRESTORE and its affiliates.
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We believe in safe & clean hair care that empowers you to look and feel your best without compromising your health.


We use:

Payment methods
	







	


	


	


	


	


	


	


	


	


	



See Return Policy and Shipping Policy for details regarding our guarantee. Enjoy free shipping on orders over $50 in the US (excl. AK, HI, PR). Orders placed before 12PM PST are processed on the same business day. Enjoy free shipping to Canada (for orders with the Elite and Professional) and Singapore, U.K. , and Australia (for orders with the Elite). iRESTORE Hair Growth System is intended to treat androgenic alopecia for males who have Norwood-Hamilton Classifications of IIa to V and females who have Ludwig-Savin Classifications of I to II, and for both who have Fitzpatrick Skin Types of I to IV.
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CONTACT

info@irestorelaser.com 
Sales 1-888-487-1790
Support 1-888-373-7425
Monday-Friday, 6am-6pm PST
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